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Annex Q

Email Correspondence Groups and Terms of Reference
group terms of reference membership

(1) msYr steering group to 
guide intersessional work 

prepare for an intersessional workshop to complete the msY rates review. Butterworth (convenor), Brandon, cooke, 
de la mare, elvarsson, Kitakado, punt, 
Walløe, Witting.

(2) amendments to the CLA 
(Working group)

Develop and run additional trials for testing and amendments to the CLA. allison (convenor), Butterworth, cooke, 
Donovan, punt, Walløe.

(3) North Atlantic fin whales 
(steering group)

coodinate work so that the Implemenatation Review can begin during a pre-
meeting immediately before the 2013 annual meeting.

Donovan (convenor), allison, 
Butterworth, gunnlaugsson, Víkingsson.

(4) common minke whales 
(Working group)

prepare and conduct analyses of genetic (and non-genetic) data relevant to 
stock structure hypotheses for the Implementation Review of north atlantic 
minke whales and the development of an SLA for the greenland hunt of 
common minke whales.

palsbøll (convenor), Donovan, glover, 
pampoulie, punt, tiedemann, skaug, 
Waples, Witting.

(5) north atlantic sei whales 
(steering group)

review the available data for north atlantic sei whales in the context of 
a pre-Implementation assessment and provide a report to the 2013 annual 
meeting.

Víkingsson (convenor), Donovan, 
Hammond, Øien, palka, palsbøll.

(6) pcFg gray whale advisory 
group

provide guidance to moore and Weller on the probability of a gray whale 
that regularly feeds in the western North Pacific being taken in a Makah 
tribe hunt.

Brandon, givens, punt, scordino.

(7) aWmp (steering group) continue progress towards SLA development for greenlandic hunts and 
complete the Implementation Review for gray whales with an emphasis on 
pcFg of an aWmp and plan for intersessional Workshop.

Donovan (convenor), allison, Brandon, 
Butterworth, george, givens, Heide-
jørgensen, punt, schweder, scordino, 
Walløe, Witting, Zeh.

(8) ship strike review            
(Working group)

(a)   review all data entries including standardisation of codes from earlier 
data entries. enter data from national progress reports and papers 
presented to IWc/64.

(b)   Develop a database handbook describing and listing all the fields and 
field codes.

(c)   Develop written definitions for determining whether an incident was 
classified as a definite, probable or possible strike.

leaper (convenor), Brownell, cañadas, 
Donovan, Double, Ferguson, Holm, 
mattila, panigada, ritter, rowles.

(9) Pacific-wide study for 
North Pacific gray whales           
(steering group)

Facilitate a collaborative Pacific-wide study on stock structure and movement 
patterns of North Pacific gray whales.

Weller (convenor), an, Donovan, 
george,  Kato, lang, mate, moore, s., 
Quakenbush, scordino, tyurneva, urbán.

(10) npm minke whale 
Implementation                 
(steering group)

guide remaining work required to be completed for the Implementation 
Review.

Butterworth (convenor), allison, an, 
Baker, de moor, Donovan, Double, 
Hammond, Kanda, Kelly, Kitakado, 
miyashita, park, pastene, punt, Wade, 
Waples.

(11) antarctic minke whale 
catch-at-age analyses                 
(Working group)

(a)   Develop revised data access request to obtain the jarpa/jarpa II 
abundance estimates, the commercial and the jarpa age and length 
data.

(b)   request a time-series of age-at-maturity from Kato.
(c)   Filter the jarpa/jarpa II estimates for major problems.
(d)   Obtain the latest data sets and assemble the data into a single database to 

allow input files and hence sensitivity analyses to be conducted.
(e)   Update outputs of the model to reflect recommendations.
(f)   update reference model to ensure predictions are consistent with IDcr/

sOWer and jarpa/jarpa II estimates.
(g)   add an alternative form for how carrying capacity is allowed of change 

over time.

punt (convenor), Bravington, Butterworth, 
Hedley, Kitakado, matsuoka.

(12) assessment of southern 
Hemisphere Humpback 
Whale Breeding stocks D, 
e and F (Working group) 

(a)   Obtain available data sets by 31 December 2012.
(b)   Develop movement models, run the assessment models and present the 

results at the next sc meeting.

müller (convenor), Butterworth, Double, 
jackson, Kaufman, palka, pastene, 
Zerbini.

(13) IWc-pOWer survey 
planning (steering group)

Finalise plans for the 2013 IWc-pOWer survey. Kato (convenor), an, Bannister, 
Brownell, clapham, Donovan, ensor, 
matsuoka, miyashita, murase, pastene, 
Wade.

(14) In-depth assessment of 
North Pacific sei whales              
(Working group)

(a)   collate all available information in order to be able to undertake an in-
depth assessment of North Pacific sei whales in 2013.

(b)   consolidate IWc catch data and log-book records arising from 
inconsistent interpretation of ‘northern sei’ and ‘southern sei’ with 
respect to sei and Bryde’s whales.

cooke (convenor), allison, Brownell, 
Donovan, Kanda, Kato, miyashita, 
mizroch.
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(15) commemorative IDcr/
sOWer volume 
(editorial Board)

preparation of the IDcr/sOWer volume. Bannister (convenor), Best, Brownell, 
Donovan, ensor, Hedley, Kato, Kitakado.

(16) genetic analyses guidelines 
(Working group)

complete the guidelines for analysis of genetic data for use in management 
contexts.

Waples (convenor) cipriano, gaggiotti, 
Hoelzel, jackson, palsbøll, tiedemann.

(17) Stock definition 
terminology 
(Working group)

Develop a glossary of IWc stock related terms, and try to come up with a 
series of criteria for classifying populations within these terms, using initial 
impetus from sc/64/sD3.

jackson (convenor), Butterworth, 
cipriano, cooke, Hoelzel, lang, 
pampoulie, punt.

(18) migration thresholds 
and rmp trial review                
(Working group)

compile results from past rmp trials of various species in order to identify 
where there have been ‘tipping points’ in inter-stock migration rates which 
make significant differences to trial outcomes.

Waples (convenor), allison, Butterworth, 
gaggiotti, Hoelzel, palsbøll, punt, 
tiedemann.

(19) Oil spill capacity building 
(Working group)

Identify opportunities and needs for oil spill response and assessment 
capacity building for oil spills in critical areas or for specific species areas in 
areas of oil and gas development. Work with the oil spill response scientific 
and response community.

rowles (convenor), Donovan, mattila, 
Iñíguez, punt, shigenaka, Ylitalo.

(20) marine debris 
(steering group)

prepare for a workshop on assessing the impacts of marine debris. simmonds (convenor), Baulch, perry, 
gallego, mattila, Fossi, rosa, parsons, 
Williams, Iñíguez, leaper, Holm, podestá.

(21) pOllutIOn 2000+ phase 
II (steering group)

(a)   complete the chemical prioritisation survey and analyses.
(b)   risk assessment modelling to determine the impact of pollutants on 

cetacean populations.

Ylitalo (convenor), Burkhardt-Holm, 
Donovan, Fossi, Hall, rowles, rosa, 
simmonds.

(22) cetacean emerging and 
resurging Diseases           
(Working group)

(a)   coordinate the work of the cerD work plan. 
(b)   expansion of the steering committee to identify regional and national 

points of contact.
(c)   creation of listserv and website.
(d)   creation of a framework document.
(e)   Identification of and contact with organisations with interests synergistic 

to the goals of the cerD. stranding response coordination will continue.

rosa (convenor), rowles, Brownell, 
cozzi, Di guardo, Fernandez, galletti, 
Iñíguez, marcondes, mattila, mazzariol, 
parsons, podestá, ritter, robbins, Weller.

(23) Workshop on arctic 
anthropogenic Impacts on 
cetaceans 
(steering group)

continue developing plans for an intersessional Workshop on potential 
impacts of anthropogenic activities on cetaceans in the arctic.

moore, s. (convenor), Bjørge, 
Donovan, palka, reeves, rosa, rowles, 
rosenbaum, suydam.

(24) em planning 
(steering group)

(a)   solicit contributions.
(b)   liaise with prospective invited participants.
(c)   prepare the agenda.

palacios (convenor), Butterworth, de la 
mare, punt, Walløe.

(25) global review of 
monodontids 
(steering group)

(1)   continue planning for a joint Workshop on monodontids with nammcO 
sc, the canada-greenland joint commission on narwhal and Beluga, 
alaska north slope Borough and others.

(2)   prepare a proposal for review Workshop to be held in the autumn of 
2013.

(3)   Facilitate exchange of data between the involved groups.

Bjørge (convenor), aquarone, Donovan, 
Ferguson, reeves, suydam.

(26) marine bushmeat 
(Intersessional group)

prepare for a workshop on poorly documented hunts of small cetaceans for 
food bait or cash.

ritter (convenor) Baker, Brownell, 
Fortuna, reeves, simmonds.

(27) large-scale Whalewatching 
experiment (laWe)  
(steering group)

Develop mechanisms through which laWe can be implemented, including 
rationale for the selection of procedures, initiate data collation and perform 
meta-analysis to assess sample sizes required to detect a plausible range of 
effect sizes and discuss the possibility to use existing IWc procedures to 
archive and access data of relevance to laWe.

lusseau (convenor), Bejder, Bjørge, 
carlson, rose, Williams.

(28) laWe budget development 
group

advance development of a draft budget and funding mechanism for laWe. Kaufman (convenor), lusseau.

(29) guiding principles 
development

Develop and expand guiding principles for whalewatching per the 
commission’s Five Year strategic plan.

carlson (convenor), Kaufman, rose, 
ritter.

(30) swim-with-whale 
operations

assess the extent and potential impact of swim-with-whale operations. rose (convenor), Kaufman, parsons, 
ritter, sironi.

(31) In-water interactions Identify and investigate potentially dangerous recreational interactions 
between free-ranging cetaceans and people in the water, emphasising the 
extent of the problem and research on behavioural ‘warning indicators’; 
identify research gaps and summarise information.

ritter (convenor), gero, parsons, rose, 
scheer, simmonds, Vermeulen.

(32) climate change and 
restricted habitats

continue to monitor developments of mreDs and their impacts on cetaceans. simmonds (convenor), Wells, smith, 
palacios, rojas-Bracho.


